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Hello! I hope you’ve been keeping well!
I’m slightly awed by the fact that it is nearly
July, which will mean that we’ve crossed over
into the latter half of the year. Summer is nearly here, officially, and
has peeked in a few times before.
The view out of my window is one of verdant trees. They are usually
being whipped into a frenzy, so when they are still, a feeling of calm
spreads.
What’s the view out of your window? Are you happy with it? What’s
your favourite view?
Cheers to warm weather, drooping roses heavy with scent and the
sense of freedom from routine that late summer nights bring! I hope
you find a spark of inspiration that sets you off on a serendipitous
new path!
All the best!

Keely Khoury
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Love

Surprise
I needed you before I knew it.
You held my hand to help me through it.
Grasped my fears and
kissed my insecurities and you
opened my door
despite my independence.
Sometimes we have to let the chips fall where they may.
I was so anti “You”
before I met you.
“You” were so irrelevant
to my present
because I wanted to forget the past
by taking control of all things me,
thinking I could
thinking I would
thinking I should
erase vulnerability from my vocab.
The more I fought against you
The more comfortably nestled you laid.
Distant,
to magnetic.
Our chemistry is inexplicably
eclectically electric.
From a photograph,
to sharing time in moments
with smiles,
profound conversations,
and perfect imperfections,
I loved you before I knew I needed you
Without expectations
For you to feel the same.
By Dominique Bosa-Edwards
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How is technology affecting our relationships?
Many of us may worry that the levels
of intimacy we share with close
friends and family are decreasing as
our use of social media and
technology on the go increases.
Initial indications are that changes
in the nature of our interactions are
occuring, but not necessarily as
negatively as we may fear.
Researchers point out that the use of
technology is evolving as quickly as
technology itself, so continued
observation and analysis is necessary.
Technology at its best makes our lives
run more smoothly and provides us
with new outlets for developing our
interests. At its worst, it is isolating
and allows dangerous behaviours
to develop more quickly than they
otherwise might IRL (in real life).
Critics of “internet addiction” say that
healthy use of technology also needs
to be examined, and much stronger
research needs to be completed into
mental health and social problems
that may predate addictive online
behaviours.

research in 2014 that examined
couples, the internet and social
media. It used to be that texting
family members while home
together was funny. Now, however,
it is increasingly the norm.
Much of the variations in the research
results came from age and length of
relationship. For those in a long-term
relationship, one particularly
pertinent question was, “Are you a
pre or post-Facebook couple?”
“As a broad pattern, those who have
been married or partnered ten years
or less have digital communication
and sharing habits that differ
substantially from those who have
been partnered longer.
“Some of this is about timing –
technology a decade ago was
squarely in the pre-Facebook,
pre-smartphone era, and just ten
years into the development of the
commercially popular web.

For most of us, technology is a mixed
bag. It is something we enjoy using
and that we are continually adapting
to and incorporating into our daily
individual and family lives in the best
possible manner for ourselves.

“Those who were already together as
a couple at the advent of a new
platform or technology were a bit
more likely to jump on together, as a
unit, while those who begin relationships with their own existing accounts
and profiles tend to continue to use
them separately as individuals.”

The Pew Research Center’s Internet
and American Life Project published

Generally, the research found that
the more technology assets an adult
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uses, the more likely s/he is to say
that the internet has a “major”
impact on her/his relationship(s).
“Among adults in couples who say
that the internet has an impact on
their relationship, a majority say the
impact is positive.” However, the
overall majority “of married or committed online adults said the internet
has “no real impact at all” on their
partnership.”
Smartphones, with their always-on
capabilities, make it easy to get and
stay distracted, something that is a
common complaint amongst most
age groups and relationships. “But
even as it introduces new sources
of annoyance and frustration, technology can also add a level of
emotional intimacy to one’s
communications that many couples
find helpful in their relationships.”
Almost ten per cent of those
surveyed had used the internet or
text to resolve an argument that they
had had difficulty resolving
in person.
And for those who assume
sexting is only done by hormonal
teenagers, that’s not the case.
Sexting is on the rise amongst adults,
although married and partnered
adults are significantly less likely
to forward such images or videos.
Whew!
Lenhart, Amanda. The Pew Research Center’s Internet and American Life Project. “Dating & Mating
in the Digital Age.” 26 April 2014. “Couples, the Internet, and Social Media.” 11 February 2014.
http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/04/26/dating-mating-in-the-digital-age/
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The art of tea
Tea drinking in the United Kingdom
has a long and colourful history,
taking in health, wealth, politics,
post-war rationing and on-going
debate over the “proper” way to
make a cuppa. It was first introduced
to the UK in the 1600s by Charles II’s
wife, Catherine of Braganza,
from Portugal.
For those worried that coffee could
knock tea off its perch as the
doyenne of daily drinks, rest easy.
There are currently 165 million cups
of tea drunk each day, compared to
70 million cups of coffee.
Tea was rationed in the UK until
October 1952, around the time that
the USA-invented tea bag began to
gain in popularity. Now, in the UK, 96
per cent of all cups of tea drunk each
day are brewed from tea bags.
Which leads on to the debate.
Leaving aside arguments over
tea-making paraphernalia (mug vs
cup, etc), the disagreements over
what makes the perfect cuppa tend
to focus on length of brewing time
and whether the milk is added before
or after the tea itself.
Scientists, royal societies and
universities have all weighed in, and

https://www.tea.co.uk/a-social-history
https://www.tea.co.uk/tea-faqs
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/zsbv9qt

while the results aren’t unanimous,
there is a general trend towards
the following.
Tea should be steeped for two to
five minutes, largely depending on
personal preference and whether
brewing in a pot or mug.
When to add milk depends on how
you’re making the tea. If in a teapot,
the milk should be added to the cup
first. The Institute of Physics says this
is a legacy of tea’s initial status as a
drink of the wealthy. When tea first
arrived on the island, it was meant to
be drunk from fine porcelain, which
could withstand high temperatures.
However, as most plebeians could
not afford porcelain and so used
cheap china, the milk had to be
added to the cup first to prevent it
from cracking.
If brewing your tea in a mug, as
most people now do, scientists from
University College London say that
the milk needs to be added last so
as to avoid interfering with the
brewing process.
And lastly, tea contains half the
amount of caffeine found in coffee.
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Creativity, work and AI
The rise and rise of artificial
intelligence (AI) is causing some
experts to question the future role of
humans in the labour market. Rice
University computer scientist Moshe
Vardi asks, “If machines are capable of
doing almost any work humans can do,
what will humans do?”1
The questions are coming thick and
fast, with answers lagging behind.
Technological development occurs so
quickly that studies of the social impact of artificial intelligence struggle to
remain relevant.
Since the industrial revolution in the
late 1700s, automation has generally
benefitted humans. Now, however,
many wonder if the peak of the benefits has been reached and the decline
begun, with the end of the benefits of
automation coming rather sooner than
is comfortable or expected.
Until now, as the number of hours
needed to make things declined, the
labour market often adapted by
moving jobs into new sectors. So
although fears of mass unemployment
have yet to be realised, the pace of
change in robotics and AI has started
worrying experts within the industry. This is partly because the rate of
change is hard to comprehend to those
outside the sector.
“The relatively low-skilled factory workers who have been displaced by robots

are rarely the same people who land
up as app developers or analysts, and
technological development is already
being blamed for exacerbating
inequality.”2
Dr Carl Frey agrees, saying,
“Technology is leading to a rarification
of leading-edge employment, where
fewer and fewer people have the
necessary skills to work in the frontline
of its advances.”3
At the same time, he points out that
“The fastest growing occupations in
the past five years are all related to
services. The two biggest [areas of
growth] are Zumba instructor and
personal trainer.”
While increased dependence on
personal connections could appear to
be a positive aspect of advancements
in technology, the ongoing development of robotics and AI appear to
make the idea more of a false dawn
than a reality.
Vardi says that those who believe
future advances in automation will
continue to benefit humans often
argue that eventually, everyone will be
free to pursue a life of leisure.
Author Calum Chace says, “I think our
best hope going forward is figuring out
how to live in an economy of radical
abundance, where machines do all the
work, and we basically play.”

Art
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What that would require, however, is
universal income – a basic,
unconditional level of state support.
“I do not find this a promising future,
as I do not find the prospect of
leisure-only life appealing. I believe
that work is essential to human
well-being,” says Vardi.
So with the potential for huge
increases in inequality, less and less
human contact, and the pool of
available work shrinking rapidly, what
are humans to do?
“If preparing your kids for a world in
which hard-working, knowledgeable
people are unemployable frightens
you, then I have some good news:
There is a solution, and it doesn’t
involve tired, useless attempts at
suppressing technology.
“I’m speaking about creativity,” says
artist Dustin Timbrook.4
“I don’t say this to dismiss the
importance of any field of study. But
with the abundance of information
and tools freely accessible online to
a generation of youngsters equipped
with computers from toddlerhood, it’s
safe to assume that those who want to
maintain current technology have few
obstacles in learning how to do so. No
degree required. The same goes for
any pragmatic skill.
“The person with creative literacy – a
basic understanding of the mental,
emotional, and sociological tools used

for creative thought and
communication – is able to find
purpose and apply meaning to her
world rather than having meaning
handed down and purpose assigned
to her.
“It’s time for a revolution in education
that reflects our new reality and gives
students the necessary tools to survive
it. We should hone the skill that best
ensures adaptability and resourcefulness during times of constant change.”
It sounds as if it is our advanced ability
as humans to think outside the box
(or the bot) and make serendipitous
connections that will allow us to
co-exist with, not get subsumed by,
the machines.
1

Rice University. “When machines can do
any job, what will humans do? Human labor
may be obsolete by 2045.” ScienceDaily. 13
February 2016. www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/02/160213185923.htm
2

Heather Stewart, Economics Editor, The Observer 8.11.15; Homo Sapiens will be split into
a handful of gods and the rest of us; article by
Charles Arthur as below
3

The Observer 8.11.15; Homo Sapiens will be
split into a handful of gods and the rest of us; by
Charles Arthur; https://www.theguardian.com/
business/2015/nov/07/artificial-intelligence-homo-sapiens-split-handful-gods
4

If you want your children to survive the future,
send them to art school. By Dustin Timbrook
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dustin-timbrook/
want-your-children-future-art-school_b_9131836.
html
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Don’t go to museums
Chastened in the face
of powdery bones,
marrow evaporated in the soil, propped,
grinning eyelessly and gashed through
from hasty swordplay
of wickedly cracked pottery,
ribald artistry and faded glaze
of dead languages on stones,
dead languages that cry out,
“We have a mystery,
we once rolled round the tongue like rioja.
We were once youth,
now calmed by time’s dusty breath.”
History leans over me,
pressing stories in the ruches of my mind
using pointy fingers
to get into the secret places.

By Crotchety Lou
Find her and her crocheted creations at North London craft markets.

Art
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Fashion as art
In general, is fashion art? Or is only
some fashion art? I think the answer
depends largely on who is doing the
assessing and from where they are
looking. My opinion is that the line
separating fashion from art is blurry
at best and may not even exist.
Recent documentaries on Diana Vreeland, Bill Cunningham, Iris Apfel and
US Vogue magazine (The September
Issue) suggest that fashion as an art
is being taken more seriously by a
broader audience.
A retrospective of Alexander
McQueen’s work at London’s Victoria
& Albert Museum of Art and Design
became the museum’s most visited
exhibition. The same exhibition was
the New York Metropolitan Museum
of Art’s Costume Institute’s most
visited special exhibition ever.
In 2011, London’s Somerset House
hosted an exhibition of René
Gruau’s ground-breaking illustrations
for Christian Dior, including ones for
what are now vintage perfume
bottles, dresses and magazines.
The arguments against fashion as art
usually include accusations that it is
frivolous and just clothing. Labelling it
just clothing ignores the many
industries, skills and people who
contribute to the final article.

Clothing is communication with the
world. Everything we choose to wear,
or not wear, is telling the world something about us. It’s creative nonverbal communication.
Many of those who love clothes speak
about trying on different personas,
dressing for their mood or energy, or
the mood or energy they want
to have.
Even someone who doesn’t like fashion, or thinks it is a waste of time and
irrelevant to his or her life, makes
multiple clothing choices each day.
And those choices are, of course, a
(at least partial) public statement.
Of course, not everyone will
interpret a fashion choice in the way
it was meant to be understood. That’s
part of the excitement, though. And
sometimes the message isn’t meant
for anyone but the wearer. As with
most (all?) art, interpretation varies
and is often hugely personal.
Luckily, for the environment and
ultimately humanity, after a huge
surge in the availability and
popularity of fast fashion (clothes
made with poor quality materials
and in urgent haste by workers in
the Far East paid pennies per hour),
the pendulum has begun to swing
back towards ethical, environmentally-friendly clothing. And the movement is gaining momentum, with

attention being paid to every aspect
of a garment, from farm supply of
raw materials to labour, water,
transport, energy and material costs.
The opposite of fast fashion is slow
fashion, and nothing is slower, or
more valuable, than haute couture.
And haute couture is the height of
fashion as an art.
Artisans train for years to learn the
skills that may involve spending
months on a single piece. From lace
and leather makers to embroiderers,
pattern cutters, pleaters, milliners
and more, the craft and artistic skill in
creating couture is extraordinary.
Why is the art of fashion an
important conversation to have? It
is important because clothing is an
essential aspect of peoples’ public
persona(s). Clothing is a method of
communicating when you don’t want
to talk. Or when you can’t put something into words. Or when you don’t
have the opportunity to talk.
More and more people are living in
urban areas, which means living in
closer and closer proximity to people
we don’t know. Clothing can be a way
of standing out, expressing ourselves,
indicating our alliances. It can also be
used to indicate power, or the lack of
power - prison uniforms, for example.
The conversations and allusions from
clothing are multi-layered and
complex. At its best, fashion worn by
the general public can reflect, as

well as create, culture and
cultural moments.
Fashion adds beauty, surprise and
joy to the world. And as pure
pleasure, taking the time to enjoy
something (feeling different fabrics,
contemplating the depths of a
favourite colour) amongst the
pressures of living and working in an
increasingly technology-based online
world, is essential to our wellbeing.
Taking time to care about what you
put on each day doesn’t equate to
narcissism and lack of intellectual
depth. Those occur anywhere, in any
industry. Appreciating the skill of the
many people who contribute to our
ability to “consume” fashion, in
magazines, online and in stores,
should unabashedly be part of the
stake fashion is claiming as its rightful
place among the other fine arts.
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Did you know...
The Periodic Table has four new elements. They are man-made,
created by smashing nuclei into each other and then analysing the resulting
radioactive decay. The discoverers of the elements have the honour of naming
them. The teams behind the discoveries are based in Japan, Russia,
Tennessee and California, and until now, the new elements were known by
their numbers, 113, 115, 117 and 118. Taking the locations of their work as
inspiration, the researchers have formally proposed new names, which are
now open to the public for consultation until 8 November 2016. The new
names are Nihonium (Nh, element 113); Moscovium (Mc, element 115);
Tennessine (Ts, element 117); and Oganesson (Og, element 118). Oganesson
is named after Russian physicist Yuri Oganessian, and Nihon is one way to say
Japan in Japanese. These elements are the first additions to the Periodic Table
since 2011.1
There is sound science behind the quietening effect of snow. Being
porous, snow is an excellent absorber of sound with properties similar to
those found in commercial sound absorbing foams and fibres.2
Mothers today who work outside the home spend more time with
their children than full-time mothers from the 1960s. In 1965, mothers
spent 36 minutes per day actively engaged in teaching and playing with their
kids. By 1998, that number had grown to 129 minutes.3
The Body Shop is going to start using plastic made from greenhouse
gases to make lids and containers for some of its products. Newlight Technologies creates the plastic from methane gathered from farms and natural gas
refineries. The new packaging could reduce The Body Shop’s use of plastics
made from oil by 70 per cent.4

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/periodic-table-new-elements_us_568a346ae4b0b958f65c09b8
1

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/01/160121150503.htm

2

http://www.quietrev.com/solitude-is-going-extinct-the-stress-of-modern-parenting/; https://csde.
washington.edu/downloads/bianchi_AJS_paper.pdf
3

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/plastic-made-from-air-body-shop-packaging_us_56abb51ae4b00b033aaef4cb
4
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How is technology affecting our memory?
With more than 100 billion searches1
on Google each month, it’s no secret
that we’re increasingly relying on
search engines for our general
knowledge queries. What is new is
the growth of research into ways
such immediately available
information is affecting our collective
short and long term memories.
Daniel Wegner, former John Lindsley
Professor of Psychology at Harvard
University, coined the term
“transactive memory” in 1985 to
describe the ways we cope with
being unable to remember everything
ourselves. We rely on a network of
friends, family and other resources,
which now include the internet, to
remember things for us. With
transactive memory, we only need
to remember who knows what we’re
looking for.
Nowadays, that answer is almost
always the internet, which raises
a number of questions. If we
remember less the more we use
internet searches, what effect will
that have on our own personal
knowledge stores? If we have less
information stored in our unique
memory bank, and more and more
online (and thus identical to everyone
else’s information on the subject),
what effects will that have on our
creative and critical thinking
capabilities? As “smart” technology
develops, what does that do to our
skills? Do we adapt to incorporate

smart tech? Do we lose ability
because its use is no longer required?
Such a litany of questions and the
ensuing uncertainty may be
contributing to our recently
documented unwillingness “to say we
know things.”2 Research led by
Professor Evan F. Risko, from the
Department of Psychology at the
University of Waterloo, found that
“people who had access to the web
were about five per cent more likely
to say that they did not know the
answer to the question.
“Furthermore, in some contexts,
the people with access to the
Internet reported feeling as though
they knew less compared to the
people without access.”
One of the most influential studies
into the effects of the internet on
memory3 was led by Betsy Sparrow,
assistant professor of psychology
at Columbia, in 2011. The research
concluded that “We are becoming
symbiotic with our computer tools,
growing into interconnected systems
that remember less by knowing
information than by knowing where
the information can be found. This
gives us the advantage of access to
a vast range of information, although
the disadvantages of being constantly
“wired” are still being debated.
“It may be no more that nostalgia at
this point, however, to wish we were

less dependent on our gadgets. We
have become dependent on them to
the same degree we are dependent
on all the knowledge we gain from
our friends and co-workers - and lose
if they are out of touch. The experience of losing our Internet connection becomes more and more like losing a friend. We must remain plugged
in to know what Google knows.”
I would argue that the homogeneity
of information provided by constant
narrowing of search results to fit
each users’ online profile
(algorithm-calculated likes, dislikes,
goals, friends, etc) is exceptionally
dangerous. We need a plethora of
voices, views, sources of information
and debates to keep society strong.
Shutting down debate via violence
is a dangerous step towards totalitarianism. Internet trolling is finally
beginning to get due consideration
as a very specific and gendered form
of violence against women. We need
collective networks of knowledge that
incorporate unique points of view to
keep discussion alive, to allow for
creative interpretation and to help
serendipity occur.
http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/
by-the-numbers-a-gigantic-list-of-google-statsand-facts/
1

University of Waterloo. “Access to the Internet makes us lss willing to say we know
things.” ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 8 December 2015. www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/12/151208132147.htm.
2

Google Effects on Memory: Cognitive Consequences of Having Information at Our Fingertips. Betsy Sparrow, et al. Science 333, 776
(2011); DOI: 10.1126/science.1207745
3

Sync your life to your body clock for peak performance
From sports fields to offices, our
natural circadian rhythms play a huge part
in the level of our performance.
Unfortunately for many of us, we spend
much of our time operating in a state of
“social jetlag,” which is what happens
when our daily schedules don’t match up
with our bodies’ natural rhythms.
Researcher Dr Eran Tauber, one of three
authors of a study1 examining the
genetics behind “lark” and “owl” behaviours, says, “For many of us, life is
mainly spent indoors, so we are no longer
exposed to the natural variations in light
and temperature that characterise the
day-night cycle.
“To make matters even worse, the
rhythm of life is such that for many
people the economic or social call to start
a new day comes hours before the endogenous call from the body clock.”
For the athletes among us, competing
or training at the time best suited to your
body clock could result in significantly
improved performances. A recent study
published in Current Biology2 by a team
from the University of Birmingham found
distinct peak times of performance
depending on type of circadian rhythm.
Larks, natural early risers, are likely to
hit their peak physical performance time
around noon. Owls, naturally later risers,
physically perform better around 7 pm, irrespective of what time they got up. Larks
make up approximately a quarter of the
population, as do owls, with the remaining 50 per cent in between.
With science continuing to corroborate
the strength of the links between the
functions of the body clock and physical and mental health, researchers are
increasingly considering ways in which
circadian rhythms could be used to personalise healthcare. Personal body “clock
dysfunction is not only reflected in tempo-

ral disorientation and sleep problems, but
also in conditions such as obesity, mental
illness and cardiovascular disease and
cancer,” says Dr Tauber.
Researchers examining the effects of
shift work on sleeping patterns3 found
that when “work schedules took workers’
biological clocks into account, sleep
duration and quality, wellbeing, subjective
stress perception and satisfaction with
leisure time” were all improved.
And now, personal daily rhythms have
been found to extend to technology use.
A team from Finland and Denmark4 has
discovered “that people tend to have their
personal rhythm of digital activity – almost like a personal signature.”
The personal rhythms were detected
across technology types, including email,
phone calls and text messages, and
persisted in time, indicating that they are
truly characteristic for each individual.
The research team says that while geographical and cultural differences
obviously play a role, physiology, the
“highly individual patterns of alertness
during the daylight hours,” does too.
So combine personal technological
rhythms with individual circadian rhythms,
and health professionals suddenly have
interesting options for true personalisation
of care.
“Digital rhythms could be monitored
for patients with mental health problems,” suggest researchers4, with “sudden
changes a sign that medical intervention
may be necessary.” Dr Tauber agrees,
saying that knowing where someone
falls on the circadian spectrum “will allow
better diagnostics, and ultimately personal
medicine, where larks and owls receive
their tailored therapies.”
Consider the many ways these links
might be adapted for use in caring for our
ageing populations.
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Karren Brady: an inspirational woman in business

Although we are on different sides
of the political fence, I find Baroness
Karren Brady of Knightsbridge CBE’s
open dedication to helping women in
business, and in the business of sport
especially, particularly admirable.
In 2014, Brady was appointed a
Commander of the Order of the
British Empire (CBE) for services to
entrepreneurship and women in
business. Since 2013, she has served
as the UK government’s Small
Business Ambassador.

Her vital statistics, in business terms:
Brady began her career as a trainee
at Saatchi and Saatchi before moving
to the London Broadcasting Company
(LBC) as an advertising account
executive. It was at LBC that she met
and convinced successful business
owner David Sullivan to buy
advertising. He became her
mentor, soon offering her a job at
Sport Newspapers, which is where
Brady was working when she
convinced him to buy Birmingham
City Football Club after the Club went
into receivership.

After Sullivan bought the club,
he appointed Brady, at age 23,
managing director.

with Sir Alan. When Margaret Mountford decided to leave the show, Brady
took her place as Sir Alan’s assistant.

One of my favourite quotes of hers
comes from her early period at the
club. The first time she boarded the
team bus, a player said, “I can see
your tits from here.”

A regular contributor to newspapers
and magazines, Brady has also written
four books. Her autobiography, Strong
Woman: The Truth About Getting to
the Top, charts her rise through the
business world, gives details on the
ways she juggles family life with her
career and provides advice for others
looking to her for inspiration.

To which she replied, “Well, you
won’t be able to see them when I
sell you to Crewe.” He was sold
shortly afterwards.
Brady eventually oversaw the
flotation of the football club on the
stock market in 1997, becoming the
youngest managing director of a UK
PLC. She left when club owners David
Sullivan and David Gold sold Birmingham City FC for £81.5 million in 2009.
Less than a year later, the two Davids
bought West Ham United FC, and
Brady was appointed Vice-Chairman, a
role she currently holds.
At West Ham, she has overseen the
successful bid for the club to become
the principal tenants of the 2012
London Olympic Stadium. Development
of the stadium and surrounding park
continues, with the team planning to
move into their new home sometime
in 2016.
Brady has gained much of her
popularity with the public from her
work with Sir Alan Sugar on his
television show The Apprentice. From
appearing as a celebrity contestant on
Comic Relief Does the Apprentice in
2007 to acting as a guest interviewer
throughout 2008, each appearance
strengthened her working relationship

It was through reading Strong Woman
that I realised why I admire her so
much. She advocates hard work as
the best way for getting anywhere in
life and is open about how much she
works, saying that work, her husband
and her children are pretty much all
she can manage. Brady says in the
book that she doesn’t socialise unless it
is a necessity for work and that it was
a decision she had to make to allow
herself to focus on the areas she
really wanted to excel in – family
and work.
It feels like a long, long time since
I’ve heard anyone propose hard work
as the solution to anything, especially
“getting ahead” in life. I’ve long
resented the financial accoutrements
that so often accompany celebrity, and
like so many, often wish that it was
easier to earn a living making art.
Nothing worthwhile is free or easy,
though. It is the journey that builds
the strength of character and provides
the experiences that shape us into the
multi-faceted, interesting people that
we (ideally) become.

Brady doesn’t soften her message to
make it more palatable, either, and I
love that she uses the words
ambition, courage, and hard work in
her rules for success.
On working hard:
“I keep working until the job is
finished. It takes self-discipline and
energy, but you won’t meet anyone
successful who doesn’t have them
both. The good news is that it’s like a
muscle; you can train your ability to
work hard.”
On embracing ambition:
“‘Ambition’ can be a bit of a dirty word.
People think there’s a very fine line
between ambition and ruthlessness. I
don’t. I think if you’re ambitious, don’t
be afraid of it. Ambition is simply the
spark that drives you on to be, and
keep being, successful.”
In an interview with The Guardian
in 2010, she said, “I think the term
feminist is scary for women, because
it means you’re extreme in some way,
and I’m not extreme in any way,
although I do passionately believe
that a woman’s role within in any
organisation is to assist and help
other women.”
In an interview with The Times
Magazine, she said, “Never look down
on anyone unless you’re helping them
up. That’s what my grandmother told
me and I try to live my life by that.”
Brady does what she says. When she
left Birmingham City FC, 75 per cent
of her senior management team were
women. Some of the changes she
has made since joining West Ham FC

include hiring a significant number of
women and bringing in new flexible
working patterns.
As she says in Strong Woman,
sometimes she simply can’t be in two
places at once, so at varying times in
her life, her family and her work has
had to take precedence over the other.
There is no having it all with effortless
aplomb. It takes A LOT of hard work to
make even two or three aspects of life
work well.
Another reason for my admiration is
her stated approach to child-rearing.
Also in The Times Magazine interview,
she said, “My children have no idea
whether we’re well off or not. They
know we go on nice holidays and live
in a nice house, but they know I work
hard for that. It’s important to teach
your children the skills they need to
be decent human beings and selfsufficient when they go out into
the world.”
A feature on Brady cannot conclude
without mentioning the brain
aneurism she survived in 2006.
Discovered during a routine check-up,
Brady approached the situation with
her usual common sense. She made a
swift decision regarding treatment and
underwent surgery very quickly after
diagnosis. Brady then of course worked
hard at achieving complete recovery.
www.karrenbrady.com

Each of us is a museum that opens for business the moment we’re born,
with memory the sole curator*
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